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Proposed site area lined in red Aerial View of proposed site

This Planning and Design statement sets out the detailed proposals for the construction of 2no. 2 Bedroom 4 person semi 
detached houses in Ewell Park Way KT17.

The proposed site is part of the rear gardens of both 123 and 125 London Road KT17 2BS both properties have large 
gardens. The proposal is to demolish the garage and store to the rear of 123 and incorporate a part of the existing garden of 
125.

This document should be read alongside the detailed planning application drawings. It provides a detailed explanation of 
the background of the project, factors that have influenced the evolution and development of the design and how the 
proposals relate to prevailing planning policy framework
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SECTION 1:  Introduction



Ewell Park Way is an area of Epsom and Ewell named Stoneleigh. 
It has excellent transport links with buses running along London 
Road with stops for both directions within 50 metres. The buses 
run to Morden with its connection to the Northern Line 
Underground Station and also in the other direction to Epsom with 
its excellent shopping facilities. Three South West Railway stations 
namely Stoneleigh, Ewell East and  Ewell West are all within a 
level 10 minute walk away.
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SECTION 2: Location and setting

An entrance to Nonsuch Park is within 100 metres, the 
park itself extends to some 250 acres with its origins 
associated with King Henry V111.



The site itself fronts onto Ewell Parkway and is currently fenced off, consisting of part of the rear garden and garages 
relating to properties at 123 and 125 London Road. 
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Site photographs Site photographs

The existing houses in the area are predominately 3 bed semi-detached houses built in the 1930's with various styles. The 
proposal has sought to emulate one particular style that is appropriate to the plot size, as illustrated below. There are a 
number of houses of this typology along Ewell Park Way.

Existing houses in Ewell Park Way   Existing houses in Ewell Park Way   
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The proposal has been developed with due consideration of previous applications at the site, as listed below:

SECTION 3: Application Site History

19/00777/FUL

Erection of a chalet bungalow with associated parking and amenity space.

11/07/2019  WITHDRAWN

Erection of a chalet bungalow with associated parking and amenity space.

23/10/2019  REFUSED

19/01378/FUL

20/00004/REF
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Erection of a chalet bungalow with associated parking and amenity space.

14/09/2019 APPEAL REFUSED AND DISMISSED

Reason
The proposed chalet bungalow, by reason of its design and siting, would be a discordant form of development that would disrupt 
the regularity and uniformity of the underlying urban grain. This would be harmful to the character and appearance of the 
surrounding area in conflict with Policy CS5 (The Built Environment) of the LDF Core Strategy (2007) and Policies DM9 
(Townscape Character and Local Distinctiveness) and DM10 (Design Requirements for New Developments (including House 
Extensions)) of the Development Management Policies Document (2015)
We feel the proposals address the reasons for refusal and we have carefully considered the relevant policies.



The proposal site is .0322 hectares. The proposed dwellings will cover 30.7% of the site with ample spacing to the front, rear 
and side of the properties to be consistent with the urban grain and to provide sufficient amenity space for the occupants. The 
diagram below demonstrates how the property will fit seamlessly with the pattern of surrounding development.
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SECTION 4: Siting, volume, mass and scale

The front building line will be in line with the adjacent dwellings and the rear building line will project no more than the original 
part of the neighbouring property not withstanding the ground floor extension to this property.

The siting will allow for vehicle parking and a front lawn at the front of the property, bin storage to the side of the property and 
cycle storage to the rear.



The 48sqm rear gardens would exceed the minimum amenity space standards for a property of this size, whilst it is also noted that 
there is quick access to a much larger area of amenity space at Nonsuch Park.

The proposed volume is a two storey pair of 2 bedroom plus study dwelling houses constructed in a style which is common in 
Ewell Park Way. The dwellings would exceed the minimum standards set for a two bedroom four person property as set out in the 
Nationally Described Space Standards. 

The level of the ridge is set down from the adjacent dwellings ensuring that the proposal is subordinate to the adjacent properties. 
The scale and design of the property closely matches that of 6 and 8 Ewell Park Way on the other side of the adjacent dwelling.
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To comply with the councils standards on infill residential development we believe the proposals set out will be sympathetic 
to and complement the character of the surrounding built forms both in terms of layout design and materials. 
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The design intents are in keeping with the character of the surrounding built forms, but the construction type and build 
methodology are 21st century.

A Better Haus Ltd has a UK patent pending on their system of building, we are in advanced  negotiations with the University 
of Bath to construct one of our buildings in the grounds of Bath Universities building research park at Wroughton in Wiltshire 
for the universities built environment department to fully evaluate as part of their Mass Zero Project. The company are also 
involved with The University of Ulster and The Galway Institute.

The choice of foundation chosen for this particular site is not unique however it has been chosen to minimise both disturbance 
to the neighbours and the neighbouring property and  also minimise truck movements and waste soil disposal. After 
demolishing the redundant garage and shed and levelling the site it is proposed to auger piles and construct a floating raft on 
top of said piles.

The manufacture of the panels and framework of the A Better Haus system is off site and to millimetre accuracy to enable a 
precision building to be erected in the shortest possible time with minimum deliveries and waste, this will result in a weather 
resistant shell which will be finished in more traditional materials to conform with the local vernacular. This panel system has 
superb insulating and air tightness qualities which together with a heating system comprising of ventilation with heat 
recovery incorporating an exhaust air heat pump, that also delivers cool air in the summer months, complete with integrated 
solar panels will deliver 2 properties that will comfortably exceed current both current building regulations and current 
sustainability requirements.
 
The heating system to both proposed properties will be the ProAir FUTURA package fulfilling all the criteria necessary to 
provide a healthy, comfortable, practical, cost optimal and most important, an energy efficient indoor environment solution 
for homeowners. The package does this by ventilating, heating / cooling and providing domestic hot water.

SECTION 5: Design Intent (materials)
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The general reaction to cooling provision in a western European context is, ‘this is a waste of valuable energy’. Indeed, it can be, 
but not the case with the FUTURA, as we will demonstrate. 

With today’s ultra-low-energy construction methods and air-tight envelopes, cooling strategies are essential in the provision of 
comfort solutions. These usually consist of a combination of orientation, shading and direct (bypass) ventilation, but even the 
most astute designers come up short in providing the optimum solution. They become involved in a trade-off between heat gains 
in winter and the risk of over-heating in summer. This is often further complicated by the client’s desire for lots of light and 
access to the best view. The cooling feature of the FUTURA greatly alleviates the designer’s problems.

This is because the FUTURA is capable of accurately controlling relative humidity, without the use of refrigeration. It has the 
facility in its unique reverse-flow enthalpy air to air exchanger, to reverse the moisture back out in summer and inwards in 
winter as necessary. Because the reverse-flow exchanger recovers both latent and sensible energy inwards in winter and 
outwards in summer, it leaves little work for the tiny air to air heat pump integrated with it. In fact, fan power is often more 
demanding than the variable-speed compressor. This means that the latent load is removed from the equation, which 
dramatically reduces power. In addition, when RH is controlled it is found that the temperature set point can move within the 
comfort zone of the phsycrometric chart, which further reduces power demand.

To complement the FUTURA, a separate high efficiency air (outdoor) to water heat-pump is employed to heat 250 liters of 
domestic hot water on a continuous basis.
In addition, ProAir have employed a separate fan-coil using some of this hot-water to provide a unique clothes-drying feature 
which further optimizes the FUTURA energy package.

Additional documentation can be found in the Appendix.
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A Building Integrated Photo Voltaics (BIPV) system is proposed so the roof has been designed with that in mind, with 
plain gable ended rather than dutch gables to enable a 1.5kw system to be incorprated into each dwelling.

This GSE system of integrated solar panels will sit flush with the roof tiles as per the picture below.
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The table below shows an estimated energy generation of 1306 Kwh per year per dwelling based on the location and 
orientation of the roof. This estimate is based on 30 years of actual weather data at this location.
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The solar system we are proposing will also incorporate immersion divertors to each property that will enable excess/unused  
energy to be diverted to heat the domestic hot water systems rather than going back to the grid.

We fully expect these proposed properties to gain an exceptional A rating on the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) . The 
average rating according to English Housing Survey 2012 published by the government for a semi detached house is a D rating.



Acme Mixed Brindle Clay Plain Tile685 Rustic Red Charcoal Mult

   Jubizol Grained Render  Marley Cedral Weather Board

The palette of materials proposed for these dwellings consist of a Rustic Red Charcoal Multi clay stock brick to the 
lower half of the front elevation and a Acme mixed brindle clay plain tile which is consistent material in the area, 
this would be complimented by a white Jubizol silicone render and Marley Cedral weather boarding to the front 
gables.
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Furthermore both properties will include LED lighting throughout together with an Electric Vehicle Smart charging point 
coupled with Octupus Energy EV Tariff to automatically take advantage of cheap rate night time electricity. High speed 
Fibre Broadband will also be installed.

A water efficiency report will be commissioned to ensure the proposed dwellings comply with all relevant legislation and 
building regulations.

A waste disposal and recycling storage container will be constructed and positioned with easy access from the kitchen, to 
accommodate 1no. 240L and 1no. 180L wheelie bins together with a recycling box and 23l waste food container . This is 
shown on the site layout drawing.

Thermally efficient White UPVC double glazed doors and windows to be used throughout.
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SECTION 6: Planning Policy
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Policy CM7 (Housing Provision)
The council are currently unable to demonstrate a 5 year supply of land for the delivery of housing. As such, the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development is a material planning consideration.

DM10 (Design Requirements for New Developments)
The proposed building seeks to tie in with the surrounding houses with similar volume and material use. Whilst this 
building is clearly of the 21st century with its sustainability the ambition is for the new dwellings to not look out of place
amongst those in the vicinity.

DM16 (Backland Development)
The footprint of the proposed dwellings would largely replace a detached garage and store and therefore should not be 
considered as rear garden space.

DM12 (Housing Standards)
The Nationally Prescribed Space Standards (2015) states for a 2 storey 2 bedroom 4 person house the minimum GIA is 
79m2. The proposal is for 80.59m2.



Section 7: Conclusion
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The proposal seeks to provide two new “A rated” energy efficient dwellings on an infill brownfield site currently occupied by 
garages. The Council are currently unable to demonstrate a 5 year housing supply and as such the presumption in favour of 
sustainable development should apply.

A previous planning application for housing at the site (19_01378) was refused on the grounds that: 

“The proposed chalet bungalow, by reason of its design and siting, would be a discordant form of development that would disrupt 
the regularity and uniformity of the underlying urban grain. This would be harmful to the character and appearance of the 
surrounding area in conflict with policy CS5 (The Built Environment) of the LDF core strategy (2007) and policies DM9 
(Townscape Character and Local Distictivness) and DM10 (Design Requirements for New Developments including House 
Extensions)) of The Development Management Policies Document (2015)”.

The proposal has given careful consideration to the reasons for refusal and sought to address them with a more sympathetic and 
contextual design that will provide two high quality homes that demonstrate extremely high levels of energy efficiency and will 
help to raise the standard of development in the area more generally. We strongly feel that we have addressed the previous 
concerns relating to this site and hope to gain a favourable decision.


